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Charge symmetry breaking contributions to the proton’s neutral weak form factors
must be understood in order for future measurements of parity violating electron-
proton scattering to be definitively interpreted as evidence of proton strangeness.
We calculate these charge symmetry breaking form factor contributions using chi-
ral perturbation theory with resonance saturation estimates for unknown low-energy
constants. The uncertainty of the leading-order resonance prediction is reduced by in-
corporating nuclear physics constraints. Higher-order contributions are investigated
through phenomenological vertex form factors. We predict that charge symmetry
breaking form factor contributions are an order of magnitude larger than expected
from na¨ıve dimensional analysis but are still an order of magnitude smaller than cur-
rent experimental bounds on proton strangeness. This is consistent with previous
calculations using chiral perturbation theory with resonance saturation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The proton’s neutral weak form factors can be determined from measurements of parity
violating electron-proton scattering. Assuming charge symmetry, that is invariance under
an isospin rotation exchanging u and d quarks, these neutral weak form factors can be
identified with a linear combination of nucleon electromagnetic and strangeness form factors.
This allows measurements of parity violating electron-proton scattering to directly probe
strangeness in the nucleon. Present scattering measurements do not provide conclusive
evidence for nucleon strangeness, but more precise measurements are possible [1].
Charge symmetry is slightly broken in nature by the u and d quark mass difference and
by electromagnetic effects, for reviews see [2–5]. When charge symmetry breaking (CSB)
effects are included, there are additional contributions to the proton’s neutral weak form
factors [6–9]. CSB effects are typically small, for example the proton-neutron mass difference
is one part in a thousand, but unexpectedly large CSB contributions to the proton’s neutral
weak form factors could be falsely interpreted as signals of proton strangeness in future
experiments. It is important to understand whether uncertainty about CSB effects limits
our ability to interpret measurements of new contributions to the proton’s neutral weak
form factors as signals of proton strangeness.
Non-relativistic quark models predict that CSB form factor contributions vanish at zero
momentum transfer and can be safely ignored at low momentum transfer [6, 7]. The more
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2general SU(6) quark models used in Ref. [7] included CSB effects due to quark kinetic energy
differences, one-gluon-exchange operators, and one-photon-exchange operators.
Additional CSB form factor contributions involving the pion cloud of the nucleon arise
in chiral perturbation theory (χPT). Lewis & Mobed considered one-pion-exchange contri-
butions in heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory (HBχPT), shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 1, where CSB effects result from the proton-neutron mass difference [8]. An unam-
biguous HBχPT prediction for the CSB contribution to the neutral weak magnetic form
factor could not be made because a CSB nucleon-photon contact interaction unconstrained
by symmetry or experiment contributes at leading-order (LO) in chiral power counting.
With experimental measurements or first principles calculations of the size of this contact
term, χPT would predict the CSB contributions to the neutral weak magnetic moment,
charge radius, and magnetic radius up to parametrically suppressed error. Without such
measurements, χPT calculations require a model estimate for the strength of the CSB
nucleon-photon contact interaction. Kubis & Lewis (KL) [9] used the resonance saturation
technique of Ecker et al. [10] to estimate the contact term in a resonance exchange model
where CSB is driven by ρ−ω mixing. Combining this estimate with calculations in HBχPT
and infrared regularized baryon chiral perturbation theory, KL predicted a CSB magnetic
moment contribution of 0.025 ± 0.02 including resonance parameter uncertainty [9]. This
effect is an order of magnitude smaller than current experimental uncertainties in nucleon
strangeness measurements, but it is larger than predictions based on non-relativistic quarks
models or na¨ıve dimensional analysis.1
The theoretical uncertainty (although small) has caused experimentalists to stop their
efforts to discover strangeness in nucleons through elastic electromagnetic form factors. For
example Ref. [11] states “Theoretical uncertainties especially regarding the assumption of
charge symmetry [24], preclude significant improvement to the measurements reported here.”
(Ref. [24] of [11] is our [9].) Similar remarks are made in [12]. However, Ref. [13] states
that the charge symmetry effect “estimated in the calculation of Kubis and Lewis [53] is an
exception” to the general experience that charge symmetry breaking effects being very small
and that “implications of this work [53] for other examples of charge symmetry violation
have not yet been worked out.” The statements of Ref. [13] originate from the strong vector-
meson nucleon coupling constants that Kubis & Lewis employ in their resonance saturation
procedure. These coupling constants are a focus of the present work. We also note that
Ref. [14] simply states “isospin violations ... are expected to be very small.” So there seems
to be a divergence of opinion regarding the importance of the charge symmetry breaking
effects. Given the large interest in the strangeness content of the nucleon, it is of considerable
relevance to re-examine the charge symmetry breaking effects, and we do that here.
There were two findings in the work of KL. The first is that the pion loop contribution is
relatively large, and the second is the importance of the effects of ρ−ω mixing. In the present
work we revisit CSB contributions to the proton’s neutral weak form factors using a relativis-
tic form of χPT, resonance saturation, and we also impose well-known constraints arising
from mass differences between mirror nuclei that are caused by CSB effects [3]. Sec. II A
presents a LO calculation of the CSB form factors in relativistic χPT. Higher order effects
are investigated in this framework through phenomenological vertex form factors discussed
1 The heavy scales present in χPT are on the order of the nucleon mass. One expects the CSB magnetic
moment contribution arising from the proton-neutron mass difference to be suppressed relative to the
order one isospin conserving magnetic moment by the 1/1000 ratio of these scales.
3(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 1: The leading CSB contributions to the proton’s neutral weak form factors in chiral pertur-
bation theory. CSB effects arise in the pion loop diagrams (a) and (b) from the proton-neutron
mass difference. The crossed circle in diagram (c) represents a CSB nucleon-photon interaction
arising from short distance interactions that contributes at the same expansion order in chiral
perturbation theory. Wave function renormalization also gives a CSB contribution not shown.
in Sec. II B. Estimation of the unconstrained counterterm through resonance saturation is
discussed in Sec. II C. Sec. III argues that the ω-nucleon coupling constant gω ∼ 42 used by
KL is incompatible with experimental constraints on this coupling constant [15, 16] as well
as the 3He-3H binding energy difference. Numerical results incorporating these constraints
are presented. Our results for the CSB form factors are summarized and relativistic and
heavy baryon results are compared in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
Without assuming charge symmetry, the proton’s neutral weak form factors Gp,Z are
given by [1]
Gp,Z(Q2) =
(
1− 4 sin2 θW
)
Gp(Q2)−Gn(Q2)−Gs(Q2)−GCSB(Q2), . (1)
where qµ = p
′
µ − pµ is the momentum transferred to the nucleon and Q2 = −q2. G repre-
sents electric or magnetic Sach’s form factors for a particular matrix element, denoted by a
superscript. The electric and Sach’s form factors for a given matrix element are defined in
terms of the corresponding Dirac and Pauli form factors by
GE(Q
2) = F1(Q
2)− Q
2
4m2N
F2(Q
2), (2)
GM(Q
2) = F1(Q
2) + F2(Q
2).
Gp and Gn denote form factors for matrix elements of the light quark electromagnetic current
2
3
uγµu− 1
3
dγµd in proton and neutron states respectively. Gs denotes form factors for matrix
elements of the strange quark electromagnetic current −1
3
sγµs in either nucleon state (the
difference between proton and neutron strangeness is ignored). GCSB denotes the CSB from
factor contribution and is defined by Eq. (2) in terms of the Dirac and Pauli form factors
u(p′)
[
γµFCSB1 (Q
2) +
iσµνqν
2mN
FCSB2 (Q
2)
]
u(p) =
〈
p(p′)
∣∣∣∣− 13uγµu+ 23dγµd
∣∣∣∣p(p)〉 (3)
+
〈
n(p′)
∣∣∣∣− 23uγµu+ 13dγµd
∣∣∣∣n(p)〉 .
4If charge symmetry holds, the right hand side of Eq. (3) vanishes. For comparison note that
GCSBE,M = G
u,d
E,M in the notation of KL. CSB arises from neutron-proton mass difference effects
on F1,2. The value of m
2
N used in Eq. (2) is taken as fixed and does not cause any CSB.
It is worthwhile to defiance the leading moments of the CSB form factors. These are
given by
GCSBE,M (Q
2) = GCSBE,M (0)− ρCSBE,MQ2 +O(Q4). (4)
A. Baryon Chiral Perturbation Theory
Form factors and other hadronic observables can be systematically described by effec-
tive field theories (EFTs) such as HBχPT [17–20]. In HBχPT the infinite set of pion and
nucleon interactions consistent with the symmetries of QCD are organized according to a
power counting scheme where for example pion momenta and quark masses are treated as
light energy scales, for reviews see Refs. [21–23]. Contributions to observables at each ex-
pansion order generally include tree-level contributions from operators of that order and
loop-level contributions involving lower order operators. Each operator is parametrized by
a low-energy constant (LEC) that can in principle be calculated from QCD. While efforts to
compute LECs from lattice QCD are promising, most LECs are still determined phenomeno-
logically by matching calculated observables to experimental data. Without sufficient data
these LECs must be estimated through techniques such as resonance saturation or na¨ıve
dimensional analysis.
In relativistic baryon chiral perturbation theory (RBχPT), loop contributions to observ-
ables can include pieces that violate HBχPT power counting.2 RBχPT and HBχPT give
identical predictions for physical observables but may have different divisions between loop
and counterterm contributions to observables. Comparing the loop contributions to the CSB
form factors in RBχPT and HBχPT probes the sensitivity of this loop/counterterm division
to changes in the ultraviolet treatment of the theory that may not be captured by model
counterterm estimates. The loop contribution to the CSB magnetic moment is renormal-
ization scale dependent in HBχPT but not in RBχPT, and so this comparison probes the
sensitivity of the loop/counterterm division at the particular renormalization scale chosen
according to resonance saturation prescriptions.
By HBχPT power counting arguments clearly reviewed in Ref. [9], the LO contributions to
the CSB form factors come from the diagrams of Fig. 1. In HBχPT the only next-to-leading-
order (NLO) contributions to GCSBM come from Fig. 1(b) with a nucleon electromagnetic
tensor coupling. We have computed the NLO tensor contributions in RBχPT and found
them to be numerically subleading (∼ 10% of LO results). However, NLO power counting
can be ambiguous in RBχPT and in particular there are NLO contributions from two loop
diagrams that vanish in HBχPT but might have power counting violating contributions in
RBχPT. These contributions could lead to renormalization of the unconstrained nucleon-
2 An approach called infrared regularization consistently reabsorbs these pieces into the LECs of the theory
in order to give a manifestly relativistic theory the power counting scheme of HBχPT [24]. By RBχPT
we refer to theories that do not remove these power counting violating terms. Infrared regularized loop
contributions match HBχPT loop contributions up to higher-order terms by construction and we will
therefore not distinguish between infrared regularized and HBχPT results.
5photon contact interaction at NLO in RBχPT. Clearer estimates for the size of higher-order
RBχPT corrections will be discussed in Sec. II B and in this section we will only describe a
RBχPT calculation at LO.
The chiral Lagrangian pieces required for a calculation of the CSB form factors are given
in a compact relativistic notation in Ref. [9] and in heavy baryon form in Ref. [8]. For quick
reference in more pedestrian relativistic notation, the nucleon Lagrangian terms needed for
a LO calculation of the CSB form factors are
LNpiγ = N
[
i/∂ −Q /A−
(
mN − ∆mN
2
τ3
)
− gA
2fpi
∂µpi
aγµγ5τ
a (5)
+
eσµν
8mN
Fµν(κ
/v + κ/sτ 3)
]
N.
In this N = (p, n)T is an isospinor for the nucleon fields, Q = diag(e, 0) is the nucleon charge
matrix, Aµ and F µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ are the usual photon field and field strength tensor,
mN = 938.9187125(21) MeV is the average nucleon mass, gA = 1.2701(25) is the axial charge
of the nucleon, fpi = 92.21(14) MeV is the pion decay constant, pi
a is an isovector of pion
fields, the τa are Pauli matrices acting in isospin space, and ∆mN = mn−mp = 1.2933322(4)
MeV is the nucleon mass splitting [25]. The last term of Eq. (5) is allowed by symmetries and
power counting and must therefore be included in the Lagrangian. The charge symmetry
odd κ/s and κ/v parametrize the strength of the unconstrained CSB nucleon-photon contact
interaction as
κCSBCT ≡ κ/s − κ/v. (6)
The only pieces of the pion-photon Lagrangian needed for our purposes are
Lpiγ = 1
2
∂µpi
a∂µpia − m
2
pi
2
piapia − 1
4
FµνF
µν + eAµ∂µpi
apibε3ab. (7)
where mpi = 139.57018(35) MeV is the (charged) pion mass [25]. We note that the isospin
violating pi± − pi0 mass difference does not violate charge symmetry and can be ignored to
leading order in chiral perturbation theory.
Using standard techniques3 we can express the CSB form factors of Eq. (3) as
FCSB1 (Q
2) =− 2
(
gAmN
fpi
)2 (
I˜1(Q
2,mp,mn)− I˜1(Q2,mn,mp)
)
(8a)
+
(
gAmN
fpi
)2 (
J˜1(Q
2,mp,mn)− J˜1(Q2,mn,mp)
)
FCSB2 (Q
2) =4
(
gAmN
fpi
)2 (
I2(Q
2,mp,mn)− I2(Q2,mn,mp)
)
(8b)
+ 2
(
gAmN
fpi
)2 (
J2(Q
2,mp,mn)− J2(Q2,mn,mp)
)
+ κCSBCT ,
3 Some tedious Dirac algebra can be simplified by noting that expressions involving the pseudovector cou-
plings of the chiral Lagrangian can be reduced to expressions involving only pseudoscalar couplings through
the light front coordinate identity 1/k−m =
∑
s
u(k,s)u(k,s)
k2−m2 +
γ+
2k+ . The second term does not contribute to
the form factors in either diagram. This technique is used for instance in Ref. [26].
6where the integrals II arise from the photon hitting the intermediate nucleon as in Fig. 1(b),
and the integrals Ji arise from the photon hitting the pion as in Fig. 1(a). The results are:
I1(Q
2,mE,mI) =
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2k⊥
2(2pi)3
x
[
k2⊥ − 14x2Q2 + x2m2E + 2xmE(mI −mE)
]
D+N(k⊥)D
−
N(k⊥)
, (9a)
J1(Q
2,mE,mI) =
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2k⊥
(2pi)3
x
[
k2⊥ − 14(1− x)2Q2 + x2m2E + 2xmE(mI −mE)
]
D+pi (k⊥)D−pi (k⊥)
, (9b)
I2(Q
2,mE,mI) =
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2k⊥
2(2pi)3
x3m2E + x
2mE(mI −mE)
D+N(k⊥)D
−
N(k⊥)
, (9c)
J2(Q
2,mE,mI) =
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2k⊥
(2pi)3
x2(1− x)m2E + x(1− x)mE(mI −mE)
D+pi (k⊥)D−pi (k⊥)
. (9d)
In these integrals mI and mE denote masses of internal and external nucleons respectively.
We denote Q2 = 0 subtractions with a tilde, i.e. I˜1(Q
2,mE,mI) ≡ I1(Q2,mE,mI) −
I1(0,mE,mI). The denominator factors above are given by
D±N(k⊥) = (k⊥ ±
1
2
xq⊥)2 + x2m2E + x(m
2
I −m2E) + (1− x)m2pi (10)
D±pi (k⊥) = (k⊥ ±
1
2
(1− x)q⊥)2 + x2m2E + x(m2I −m2E) + (1− x)m2pi.
The renormalization condition F p1 (0) = 1 dictates F
CSB
1 (0) = 0. We perform integrals of
k⊥ analytically with dimensional regularization and perform the remaining integrals over x
and a Feynman parameter numerically.
1. Interpretation
Some features of these results are noteworthy. The large CSB effect found by KL arises
from FCSB2 and is driven by a logarithmically divergent term that, in accordance with reso-
nance saturation prescriptions, is cut off at the vector meson mass mV to give a contribution
containing logmV /mpi. This means that the contact term used by KL includes a renormal-
ization scale-dependent counterterm.
Our relativistic expression for FCSB2 is a convergent integral. One can see this by taking
Q2 = 0 and carrying out the integral over k⊥. One then obtains a term of the form
logmN/mpi with the same coefficient as that of KL. Since mN and mV are numerically
similar the two approaches give similar results. However, our RBχPT calculation only
includes renormalization-scale independent loop contributions to FCSB2 and therefore does
not introduce renormalization scale-dependence into the contact term of Fig. 1(c).
B. Including Form Factors
The NLO contributions to GCSBM computed in Refs. [8, 9] give significant corrections to
LO results. Therefore it is useful to find a way to estimate the effects of further higher-order
7corrections. It is natural to use phenomenological vertex form factors for this purpose be-
cause these functions take resummations of infinite classes of vertex corrections into account.
Pion electroproduction measurements provide a pipiγ form factor [27, 28]
Fpi(Q
2) =
1
1 +Q2/Λ2pi
, Λpi = 677± 16 MeV, (11)
where qµ is the momentum carried by the photon at the vertex and Q2 = −q2. This form
factor can be included by simply multiplying the integrals J1 and J2 by Fpi(Q
2) in Eq. (8).
More subtleties arise in constructing a piNN form factor. Precise measurements of the
pion-nucleon coupling constant are difficult, see for example Ref. [29], and we will not
attempt to extract a pipiN form factor directly from pion-nucleon scattering measurements.
Instead we consider the nucleon axial current matrix element, which has been accurately
measured in neutrino scattering experiments. Chiral symmetry dictates that this matrix
element is parametrized by axial vector and pseudoscalar form factors GA and GP . Neutrino
scattering measurements do not distinguish between axial vector and pseudoscalar effects,
and so for analysis of these measurements the axial current matrix element as a whole is
parametrized in terms of GA through a PCAC (tree level χPT) relation as
4
〈N(p′)|Aµa |N(p)〉 = u(p′)
[
γµGA(Q
2) +
(p′ − p)µ
2mN
GP (Q
2)
]
γ5
τa
2
u(p) (12)
' u(p′)
[
γµGA(Q
2) +
2mN(p
′ − p)µ
m2pi +Q
2
GA(Q
2)
]
γ5
τa
2
u(p)
whereAµa is an isovector axial current. The matrix element of ∂µA
µ
a is connected to the matrix
element of a pseudoscalar source such as a pion field through a chiral Ward identity [22].
Comparing this pseudoscalar parametrization with the explicit divergence of the form above,
we have
〈N(p′)| ∂µAµa |N(p)〉 =
im2pifpi
m2pi +Q
2
GpiNN(Q
2)u(p′)γ5τau(p) (13)
' imNm
2
pi
m2pi +Q
2
GA(Q
2)u(p′)γ5τau(p).
Analysis of nucleon-neutrino scattering experiments shows that the axial current matrix
element is well approximated by a dipole parametrization. With the above relation this
parametrization gives a piNN form factor [30]
GpiNN(Q
2) ' mN
fpi
GA(Q
2) =
gAmN
fpi
(
1
1 +Q2/M2A
)2
, MA = 1.00± 0.02 GeV. (14)
This parametrization reduces to the Goldberger-Treiman relation GpiNN(0) = gAmN/fpi =
12.93 at Q2 = 0 and predicts gpiNN ≡ GpiNN(−m2pi) = 13.39 ± 0.02. This is consistent with
measurements of the Goldberger-Treiman discrepancy [31].
4 Since we are considering charge symmetry breaking in this paper we should in principle include a CSB
tensor operator usually called a second class current. The point is that the experimental measurements
discussed do not distinguish between axial, induced pseudoscalar, and second-class currents and so the
precise division is unimportant for our purposes.
8Immediately including GpiNN as a vertex form factor would lead to the unacceptable
prediction that electromagnetic neutrality of the neutron is violated by higher-order ver-
tex corrections. Other higher-order effects must be included to restore gauge invariance.
Fig. 1(a) only receives non-vanishing contributions when the internal nucleon propagator
is on-shell,5 and so we take GpiNN as our vertex form factor for this diagram. Demanding
that the sum of Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) preserves gauge invariance constrains the piNN form
factor included in Fig. 1(b) to be identical to the piNN form factor in (a) when both are
expressed as functions of their corresponding integration variables x, k⊥.
The loop momentum variables of the two diagrams are simply related in the Drell-Yan-
West frame, in which
q = (q+, q−,q⊥) =
(
0,
Q2
p+
,q⊥
)
, p = (p+, p−,p⊥) =
(
p+,
m2E
p+
,0⊥
)
(15)
where q+ = q0+q3, q− = q0−q3, etc. express momenta in light-front coordinates. Kinematic
simplifications in this frame allow us to express form factors for both diagrams in terms of
the corresponding loop momentum momentum kpi or kN or in terms the common integration
variables x,k⊥. Noting that in Eq. (9) the integration variable x is defined as k+pi = xp
+ for
Fig. 1(a) and k+N = (1− x)p+ for Fig. 1(b), our piNN vertex form factor is given by
FpiNN(x,k⊥) =
(
M2A
M2A +
k2⊥
1−x − xm2E + x1−xm2I
)2
(16)
=

(
M2A
k2pi −M2A
)2
Fig. 1(a)( (
1−x
x
)
M2A
k2N −m2I − 1−xx (M2A −m2pi)
)2
Fig. 1(b).
Form factors for each vertex FpiNN(x,k⊥)FpiNN(x,k⊥ + q⊥) should be inserted in the three
dimensional integrals of Eq. (9) since inserting them in the original four dimensional loop
integrals adds unphysical propagator poles. Our procedure will be to use the difference
between results obtained using the form factor of Eq. (16) and unity as a measure of the
uncertainty in higher order corrections. This means that we define the error associated with
the form factor to be plus or minus the difference between using and not using the form
factor.
C. Resonance Saturation
A predictive calculation of the CSB form factors requires a model estimate of the un-
constrained counterterm κCSBCT . The resonance saturation technique provides such a model
5 This can be easily seen in light-front coordinates. Unless the momentum kpi of the internal pion satisfies
0 < k+pi < p
+ all of the k−pi poles are on the same half of the complex plane and the k
−
pi integral vanishes.
For 0 < k+pi < p
+ closing the k−pi integral in the upper half plane picks out the pole at (p− kpi)2 = m2I . In
Fig. 1(b) analogous reasoning shows the internal pion propagator is placed on shell with (kN − p)2 = m2pi.
9(a) (b)
FIG. 2: CSB contributions to the proton’s neutral weak form factors from tree-level resonance
exchange. CSB effects arise from mixing between the isoscalar ω and isovector ρ. The mixing
vertex Θρω is denoted by a crossed circle. These diagrams provide a resonance saturation estimate
for the unconstrained contact interaction shown in Fig. 1(c).
estimate [10]. Resonance saturation involves adding heavier resonance fields to an EFT and
identifying contributions from unconstrained operators in the EFT with contributions from
resonance operators in the extended theory.
Resonance saturation assumes that unknown LECs encoding physics beyond the origi-
nal EFT are well-approximated by the coefficients resulting from integrating out a set of
resonance fields. There is no consistent power counting scheme for loop-level resonance ef-
fects, and only tree-level resonance exchange is typically included in resonance saturation
estimates. The dominance of tree-level contributions is supported by for example large Nc
arguments, but loop-level contributions are not parametrically suppressed within the chiral
expansion [32]. There may be ultraviolet physics encoded in LECs that is not captured
by a model of tree-level resonance exchange, and resonance saturation estimates are not
guaranteed to accurately reproduce LECs up to parametrically small errors.
The resonance saturation technique has been shown to work well in practice for many
LECs in mesonic χPT and in HBχPT. Nucleon magnetic moments were shown in [33] to
be well saturated by the effects of ρ and ω resonance exchange in accordance with the
idea of vector meson dominance. Nucleon isoscalar electric and magnetic radii are also
well-described by vector meson resonance effects, though isovector radii are not accurately
described [34]. It is possible that CSB contributions from ρ and ω mesons will saturate
electromagnetic radii better than isospin conserving radii because contributions from heavier
resonances are suppressed by additional powers of resonance masses in the CSB case [9].
The lightest resonance contributions to GCSB arise from mixing between the isovector
ρ and isoscalar ω mesons. Tree-level diagrams describing this process are shown in Fig. 2.
The vector mesons carry the small momentum qµ and so the meson-nucleon couplings can
be organized in a derivative expansion. It is convenient to represent interacting, massive
spin 1 fields with antisymmetric tensors [10]. With this representation, the leading contri-
butions to FCSB2 and F
CSB
1 arise from meson-nucleon couplings with zero and one derivative
respectively. The Lagrangians describing these interactions and the leading meson-photon
couplings are
LNV = −1
2
N
[(
gρ
mV
γµ∂ν +
gρκρmV σ
µν
4mN
)
ρaµντ
a
]
N (17)
−1
2
N
[(
gω
mV
γµ∂ν +
gωκωmV σ
µν
4mN
)
ωµν
]
N
LV γ = −e
(
Fρρ
0
µν + Fωωµν
)
∂νAµ,
10
where Fω = 45.7 MeV and Fρ = 152.5 MeV are vector meson decay constants, mV ∼
mρ = 770 MeV is the chiral limit vector meson mass, and gρ, gω, κρ, and κω are coupling
constants discussed in the next section. With these interactions and the empirical ρ − ω
mixing amplitude given by [35]
Θρω = (−3.75± 0.36)× 10−3 GeV2, (18)
the CSB form factor contributions from ρ− ω mixing are given by
FCSB1 (Q
2)ρ−ω = (gρFω − gωFρ) ΘρωQ
2
mV (m2V +Q
2)2
, (19)
FCSB2 (Q
2)ρ−ω = (gωκωFρ − gρκρFω) mV Θρω
(m2V +Q
2)2
,
in agreement with KL. Details of computing Feynman diagrams with antisymmetric tensor
fields are given in [10]. The resonance scale mV was used by KL as the renormalization
scale when matching the renormalization scale-dependent contact term in HBχPT with the
scale independent resonance estimate. Our RBχPT approach gives a renormalization scale-
independent result for FCSB2 and there is no choice of what scale should be used in matching
to the resonance saturation estimate.
1. Strong coupling constants
As noted above, Ref. [13] takes takes issue with the work of KL [9] for using very
large values of vector-meson nucleon coupling constants. Their values are given in Table I,
along with two other sets [15, 16] and [36]. KL obtained (using NLO HBχPT) GCSBM (0) =
0.025± 0.02 in which the large error bar is almost entirely due to uncertainty in dispersive
extractions of κω = 0.37±0.21. The effect of this uncertainty in κω is enhanced by the large
value gω ∼ 42 that KL take from the dispersion analysis of Refs. [37–39].
However, there has been a long standing controversy between values of gω determined
from electromagnetic form factors and those obtained from nucleon-nucleon scattering and
quark models. Large variations between different determinations of gρ and gω in particular
are clearly visible in Table I. We take the textbook values of [16] to be definitive. These
are taken from a compilation [15] which is the summary of several years of work. The
value of gω is close to the value obtained using SU(3) symmetry [40]. This is also close to
the ones used in calculations of nuclear CSB effects [41, 42], and are typical of those used
in nucleon-nucleon potentials computed in the one-boson exchange approximation which is
relevant here. The value of gω is 10.1 instead of the large value of 42 used by KL.
There is another way to determine the strong coupling constants appropriate for calcu-
lations of CSB effects. This is to take them from the most accurate information regarding
CSB in nucleon-nucleon scattering (the difference between electromagnetically corrected pp
and nn 1S0 scattering lengths) and the binding energy difference between mirror nuclei (in
particular the pair 3He-3H). The principle cause of the 3He-3H binding energy difference,
∼ 760 KeV, is the Coulomb interaction and other purely electromagnetic effects. It is well
established that 73±22 KeV of the difference of the 3He-3H binding energies arises from CSB
effects in the strong interaction, and that the nn 1S0 scattering length is more attractive
than the one for pp by 1.5 ±0.5 fm , see e.g. the reviews of Refs. [3–5].
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mN 938.92 MeV ∆mN 1.29 MeV
mpi 139.57 MeV gAmN/fpi 12.93
Λpi 677 MeV MA 1.00 GeV
Fρ 152.5 MeV Fω 45.7 MeV
mV 770 MeV Θρω (−3.75± 0.36)× 10−3 GeV2
gρ [9] 5.2 gω [9] 42
κρ [9] 6.0 κω [9] 0.21± 0.37
gρ [15, 16] 2.6± 0.14 gω [15, 16] 10.1± 0.8
κρ [15, 16] 6.1± 0.4 κω [15, 16] 0.1± 0.2
gρ [36] 5.5 gω [36] 16.2± 0.46 (19± 5)
κρ [36] 6.6± 0.4 κω [36] 0 (0.1± 0.2)
TABLE I: Parameter values used for numerical evaluation. The details are explained in the text.
Coon & Barrett [36] showed that the potential Vρ−ω obtained from the exchange of an
isospin-mixed ρ − ω system between nucleons could account for both phenomena. This
finding was confirmed by several authors [3–5]. However, there are other effects that lead to
scattering length and binding energy differences such as baryon mass differences in two-boson
exchange potentials and the effects of pi−η mixing. All of these effects are controlled by the
small mass difference between down and up quarks md−mu > 0 and all have the same sign.
Thus we take Coon & Barrett’s resonance parameters, which saturate experimental bounds
on strong CSB effects with ρ−ω mixing contributions alone, to represent a maximum upper
limit on ρ−ω mixing contributions to CSB contact interactions. The measured value of Θρω
has decreased by about 20% since the 1987 work of Coon & Barrett. With the modern value
of Θρω, the textbook value of κω = 0.1 ± 0.2, and the other coupling constants denoted as
Ref. [36] in Table I, the upper limit provided by 3He-3H binding energy difference becomes
gω = 19±5. The uncertainty shown on this estimate corresponds to the change in maximum
gω allowed when κω and Θρω are varied across their confidence intervals shown.
To summarize we default to the coupling constants of Refs. [15, 16]. We also consider
the couplings of Ref. [36], adjusted for modern Θρω measurements and to include the spread
κω = 0.1 ± 0.2 rather than fixing κω at 0, as an upper limit on the size of ρ − ω mixing
contributions. For comparison we show some results for KL’s choices in Ref. [9], also shown
in Table I. We will denote which of these three sets of coupling constants are used to calculate
various results below by their corresponding value of gω = 10 [15, 16], 19 [36], 42 [9].
III. RESULTS
Our first set of results is shown in Fig. 3. Our LO results for the CSB form factors
include both the loop contributions of Eq. (8) and the counterterm contribution estimated
by resonance saturation. Therefore the full uncertainty of our calculation includes both
uncertainty in resonance parameters and uncertainty about neglected higher-order effects.
The form factors in Eq. (11) and Eq. (16) describe phenomenologically relevant effects
of all orders in the chiral expansion. The change in the CSB magnetic moment when
phenomenological vertex form factors are included, ∆GCSBM (0) = −0.008, is of comparable
magnitude but opposite sign to the NLO corrections to GCSBM (0) calculated in HBχPT [8, 9].
We take |∆GCSB(Q2)|, the magnitude of the difference between the CSB form factors with
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3: (Color Online) The CSB form factors GCSBM (Q
2) (a) and GCSBE (Q
2) (b) contributing to
the proton’s neutral weak form factors. The darker blue shaded regions show our leading-order
prediction for the form factors. The unconstrained contact term κCSBCT is estimated with resonance
saturation and the coupling choice gω = 10 incorporates the nuclear scattering constraints described
in the text and Table I from [15, 16]. The width of the shaded regions results from uncertainty
in the resonance parameters κω and Θρω. The lighter gray shaded regions show the same results
with the coupling gω = 42 taken by KL from dispersion analysis. The dotted red lines show the
loop contributions only (no contact terms) calculated in RBχPT, and the dashed red lines show
the loop contributions when phenomenological pipiγ and piNN vertex form factors are included.
and without phenomenological vertex form factors, to roughly characterize the size of higher-
order corrections to the LO result.
The first notable point from the results shown in Fig. 3 is that our RBχPT results
for the pion loop term (red line) agree with HBχPT results. Thus we substantiate the
finding that the pion loop contributions are about 10 times larger than expected from na¨ıve
dimensional analysis. The major differences between our results and those of KL are due
to the differences in the strong coupling constants used. With more modest vector meson-
nucleon coupling constants, the uncertainty in resonance contributions to GCSBM found by
KL is greatly reduced. The overall size and uncertainty of GCSBE are both reduced by using
smaller coupling constants. The constraint GCSBE (Q
2 = 0) = 0 ensures that this function
mainly depends on the small loop momentum region and the effects of introducing form
factors are negligible. Introducing form factors does reduce GCSBM (Q
2).
The next set of results are shown in Fig. 4 and explore the effects of using the upper
limit coupling constants taken from Coon & Barrett [36]. The adjusted upper limit gω = 19
is between the values gω = 10 and gω = 42 shown above. This figure demonstrates the
strong dependence of our results on the value chosen for gω and should allow the reader
to interpolate in the event that more definitive coupling constant determinations become
available (note that gρ is comparable in these results and the gω = 42 results in Fig. 3
but somewhat smaller in the gω = 10 results). Once again including form factors has little
effect on GCSBE but reduces the central value of G
CSB
M . Including form factors also allows us
to quantify the uncertainty due to higher-order corrections to our LO results, as discussed
above and in Sec. II B. Adding this additional measure of uncertainty leads to the broader
error bands for results including form factors in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 4: (Color Online) The CSB form factor contributions including uncertainty estimates for res-
onance parameters and for contributions beyond LO. The resonance parameters chosen correspond
to upper limit on ρ−ω mixing contributions consistent with nuclear scattering and binding energy
measurements as described in the main text. The darker blue regions in (a) and (c) include only
resonance uncertainty. The lighter red regions in (b) and (c) additionally include an estimate of
higher-order term uncertainty as characterized by phenomenological vertex form factors. This es-
timate is found by considering GCSB±|∆GCSB|, where ∆GCSB is the difference between the CSB
form factors with and without phenomenological vertex form factors. This estimate of higher-order
uncertainty adds significant uncertainty to GCSBM but negligible uncertainty to G
CSB
E .
The third set of results may be thought of as our final results, obtained using the coupling
constants of [15, 16]. These are shown in Fig. 5. Predictions for the CSB magnetic moment
and charge and magnetic radii both with and without phenomenological form factors are
shown in Table II. Results are shown for both gω = 10 and gω = 19.
It should be noted that the resonance saturation contact term estimate is necessary
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(d)(c)
(b)(a)
FIG. 5: (Color Online) The CSB form factor contributions (using coupling constants of [15, 16])
including uncertainty estimates for resonance parameters and for contributions beyond LO. The
darker blue regions in (a) and (c) include only resonance uncertainty and are identical to the blue
regions in Fig. 3. The lighter red regions in (b) and (c) additionally include an estimate of higher-
order term uncertainty as characterized by phenomenological vertex form factors as above. Finally
(d) shows only the loop contributions to GCSBE . These provide a leading-order χPT prediction for
GCSBE that is numerically dominated by the formally next-to-leading order resonance contributions
included in (c).
for a prediction of GCSBM at LO
6 but does not contribute to GCSBE until NLO. Regardless,
the formally subleading resonance contributions to GCSBE are numerically dominant. We
therefore include the full Q2 dependence of the resonance contributions in Figs. 4 and 5 and
the resonance results of Table II. For comparison we show the loop contributions to GCSBE
6 The HBχPT loop contribution is divergent and manifestly unphysical. The RBχPT contribution is finite
but in either case physical predictions require both loop and counterterm contributions.
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GCSBM (0) ρ
CSB
M (fm
2) ρCSBE (fm
2)
Loop .014 .0012 .0004
Loop + Form Factors .006 .0017 .0009
Loop + Resonance, gω =10 .019 ± .003 .0010 ± .0004 -.0003 ± .0001
Loop + FF + Res, gω = 10 .012 ± .003 .0006 ± .0004 -.0007 ± .0001
Loop + Resonance, gω = 19 .026 ± .005 .0012 ± .0007 -.0009 ± .0002
Loop + FF + Res, gω = 19 .019 ± .005 .0009 ± .0007 -.0013 ± .0002
TABLE II: Results for the CSB magnetic moment GCSBM (0) and electric and magnetic radii ρ
CSB =
−dGCSB
dQ2
(0) from RBχPT with resonance saturation. The first two lines show the loop contributions
only, without and with phenomenological pipiγ and piNN vertex form factors. The loop contribution
to ρCSBE is a prediction of χPT at leading-order. The leading-order prediction for G
CSB
M requires
a resonance estimate of contact terms and is given by the Loop + Resonance line above. Formally
next-to-leading resonance contributions to ρCSBE are numerically larger than the leading-order result
and are included in the values for ρCSBE shown in the last four lines. The third and fourth lines
take the resonance parameter choices of Refs. [15, 16], while the fifth and sixth lines use an upper
bound on the size of resonance parameters taken from Ref. [36], for discussion of these coupling
constant choices see Sec. II C 1. See the main text for details and in particular see Sec. IV for
comparison to HBχPT results.
separately in Fig. 5(d).
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Our principal result is that charge symmetry breaking effects are too small to influence
the extraction of nucleon strangeness measurements from parity-violating electron-proton
scattering experiments. Including both uncertainty in resonance parameters and higher-
order term uncertainty quantified by the magnitude of form factor contributions, our LO
predictions are GCSBM (0) = 0.012 ± 0.003 ± 0.008 (the second error represents higher-order
term uncertainty and is equal to the difference between the first and second lines of Table II)
and |GCSBE | < 0.002 for Q2 < 0.3 GeV2. Comparing these results with current experimental
bounds on strangeness form factors GsM = 0.33 ± 0.4, GsE = 0.006 ± 0.02 at Q2 = 0.1
GeV2 [1], we see that our CSB predictions are an order of magnitude smaller than current
experimental error bars.
The predictions of HBχPT with resonance saturation made by KL are GCSBM (0) =
0.025 ± 0.02 and |GCSBE | < 0.01 for Q2 < 0.03 GeV2 including resonance parameter un-
certainty [9]. The much larger resonance parameter uncertainty in these results arises from
using a large ω-nucleon coupling constant gω ∼ 42 taken from dispersion analysis. Experi-
mental measurements of the 3He-3H binding energy difference constrain gω . 19 ± 5 when
ρ−ω mixing is treated as a resonance contribution to HBχPT contact operators. This is still
larger than determinations from nucleon scattering of gω = 10.1 [15, 16]. Taking gω = 10.1,
the prediction of HBχPT with resonance saturation becomes GCSBM (0) = 0.030 ± 0.003 at
NLO and |GCSBE | < 0.002 at LO for Q2 < 0.03 GeV2. This is once again an order of
magnitude smaller than current experimental uncertainties on nucleon strangeness.
Our results demonstrate good agreement between LO loop contributions in RBχPT and
HBχPT. The RBχPT loop contribution of 0.014 to GCSBM (0) agrees with the LO HBχPT
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loop contribution to better than 95%. The RBχPT loop contribution to ρCSBM is smaller
than the LO HBχPT loop contribution but larger than the loop contribution at NLO. The
two frameworks therefore manifestly agree on ρCSBM up to higher-order corrections. The
RBχPT loop contribution to ρCSBE is also smaller than the LO HBχPT loop contribution,
but ρCSBE is numerically dominated by the resonance contribution in both frameworks and
so we expect that differences can again be considered higher-order.
RBχPT and HBχPT must give predictions for physical observables that agree up to
higher-order errors once loop and counterterm contributions are included. It is encouraging
to see that this agreement is achieved when using resonance saturation estimates for the
counterterm contributions. A model independent chiral prediction for the CSB form factors
still requires direct constraints on the CSB nucleon-photon contact interaction from experi-
ment or QCD, but our investigations have found no reason to doubt the consistency of CSB
form factor predictions using chiral loops and resonance saturation contact terms.
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